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WALKING HEEL 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention relates to walking heels, and 
more particularly, to an improved walking heel for use 
with a plaster cast on a patient’s leg or lower extremi 
ties so as to permit the patient to ambulate without 
damaging the plaster sole of the cast. 
Walking heels have been utilized for years with plas 

ter leg casts to permit patients to ambulate on their in 
jured lower extremities without destroying or damaging 
the plaster sole of the cast. Currently various different 
models of walking heels are being marketed for use by 
physicians. These currently marketed heels are all basi 
cally similar in design and include a molded plastic or 
rubber base having a ground-engaging, lower surface 
and a cast-contacting, upper surface. In some heels, the 
cast-contacting surface of the base includes an integral 
portrusion which is adapted to fit within and ?ll the 
space de?ned by the arch of the foot and the body of 
the heel. 

In order to af?x the currently marketed heels to a 
plaster cast, the heel is placed adjacent to the sole of 
the plaster cast after the cast has initially set. The heel 
is then affixed to the main portion of the cast by rolling 
a wet roll of plaster of paris impregnated material about 
the foot portion of the cast and the heel. The wrapped 
roll of plaster of paris material is allowed to harden for 
between 48 to 72 hours, and thereafter the patient can 
walk on the heel. 
While the currently marketed walking heels function 

satisfactorily, they do have several disadvantages. At 
least initially, two people are needed to affix a walking 
heel to the sole of a plaster cast. While one person 
holds and properly locates the heel, with respect to the 
sole of the cast, a second person must wet the rolls of 
plaster of paris impregnated material, by dunking them 
in a container of water, and then wrap the wetted rolls 
around the heel and cast. 
Another disadvantage is that the heels must be rela 

tively “thick”, i.e., the upper and lower surfaces are 
spaced vertically apart a relatively large distance. The 
heels must have grooves or the like in their lower sur 
faces to accomodate the material being wrapped about 
the heels. Otherwise, this material would come in 
contact with ground and would rapidly wear. In order 
to assure proper af?xation of the heels, the material 
must be wrapped about the heel a number of times and 
these grooves must, therefore, be “deep” in order to 
accomodate all the material; hence the “thickness” of 
the heels. However, this “thickness” results in the pa 
tient’s injured leg being “longer” than his healthy leg, 
and this unevenness makes it difficult for the patient to 
ambulate properly and comfortably. 

It is a primary object of my present invention to pro 
vide an improved walking heel which is adapted for use 
with a plaster cast on a patient’s leg or lower extremi 
ties and which overcomes the aforementioned disad 
vantages of the currently marketed heels. A related ob 
ject of the present invention is to provide an improved 
walking heel of the type described wherein the im 
proved heel has a plurality of rolls of plaster of paris im 
pregnated material attached thereto so as to facilitate 
the a?ixation of the improved heel to a plaster cast. 
The improved walking heel of the present invention 

includes a generally elongated, rectangular base and is 
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2 
designed so that its longitudinal axis is aligned with the 
longitudinal axis of a patient’s foot when the heel is at 
tached to a cast. The base includes a ?rst, upper sur 
face adapted to be positioned adjacent to the sole of 
the cast and a second, lower surface adapted to engage 
the ground when the heel is secured to a cast. The sec 
ond, ground-contacting surface of the heel is corru 
gated so as to minimize skidding and includes a plural 
ity of transverse grooves therein. A ?rst piece of plaster 
of paris impregnated material is attached to the base 
and overlies a portion of the upper surface of the base. 
This piece of material may include a relatively thick 
protrusion which is adapted to fill the space de?ned be 
tween the upper surface of the heel and the arch of the 
patient’s foot. 
A plurality of rolls of plaster of paris impregnated 

material are attached, at their ends, to the sides of the 
base. In one embodiment, a second piece of fabric is 
integrally molded, in sandwich fashion, as a part of the 
base. The edge portions of this fabric project beyond 
the side edges of the body of the heel and the ends of 
the rolls of plaster of paris material are attached to the 
projecting edges of this fabric. In another embodiment, 
generally U-shaped, radiolucent metallic staples are at 
tached to the base and the ends of the rolls of plaster of 
paris impregnated material are, in turn, attached to 
these staples. 
These and other objects and advantages of my pres 

ent invention will become apparent from the following 
description of the preferred embodiments of the inven 
tion. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a vertical, cross-sectional view of an im 
proved walking heel, taken along the longitudinal cen 
tral axis of the heel, embodying the principles of my 
present invention. _ 

FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the improved walking 
heel shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a bottom view of the improved walking heel 

as shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a partial cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 4—4 in FIG. 1. ' 
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line of 

5-5 in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of another embodiment of 

an improved walking heel embodying the principles of 
my present invention. 
FIG. 7 is a side plan view of the improved walking 

heel shown in FIG. 6. 
FIG. 8 is a partial, cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 8~—8 in FIG. 6. 
Throughout the various ?gures of the drawings, the 

same reference numerals will be used to designate the 
same or similar parts in the various walking heels 
shown in the drawings. Moreover, when the terms 
“right”, “left”, “right end”, “left end”, “upper” and 
“lower” are used herein, it is to be understood that 
these terms have reference to structure shown in the 
drawings, as it would appear to a person viewing the 
drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to FIGS. l—5, an improved walking 
heel, embodying my present invention, is indicated 
generally at 12. In FIG. 1, the heel 12 is shown as it 
would be positioned when affixed to the lower, sole 
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portion of a leg cast 14. 
The improved walking heel 12 includes a generally 

rectangular base 16 which may be made from a molded 
plastic material. The base includes a ?rst, upper surface 
18, a second, lower surface 20, a front edge 22, a rear 
edge 24 and side edges 26. The base 16 is adapted to be 
affixed to the lower portion or sole of the cast 14 so 
that the longitudinal axis 27 of the base 16 is aligned 
with the longitudinal axis of the lower portion or sole of 
the cast 14. 
A generally rectangular piece of fabric or material 28 

is integrally molded with and as a part of the base 16, 
sandwiched between its upper and lower surfaces 18 
and 20. The rear edge 30 of the fabric 28 is aligned with 
the rear edge 24 of the base 16, and the front edge 32 
of the fabric is disposed to the rear of the front edge 22 
of the base. The lateral or side edges 34 of the fabric 28 
extend beyond the side edges 26 of the base and can be 
moved relative to the remaining portion of the fabric 
and to the base. 
As best shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 4, a piece of plaster 

of paris-impregnated material or fabric 36 overlies the 
central, rear portion of the upper surface 18 of the base 
16. The material 36 is attached, at its side edges, to the 
lateral edges 34 of the fabric 28, preferably by sewing. 
The material 36 includes a smoothly curved protuber 
ance 38 which has an increased thickness, relative to 
the rest of the material, and which contains plaster of 
paris. The protuberance 38 is utilized to fill the space 
or volume de?ned between the upper surface 18 of the 
base 16 and the arch of the patient’s foot when the heel 
12 is properly affixed to the cast 14. The material 36 
including the protuberance 38, will adhere, when wet 
ted by water, to the plaster of paris which is used to 
form the cast 14 and thereby assist in af?xing the heel 
12 to the cast 14. 
As best shown in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, a plurality of rolls 

40 of plaster of paris-impregnated material, usually a 
crinoline material, are also utilized to assist in affixing 
the heel to the cast 14. One end 42 of the rolls 40 are 
secured, at staggered points, to the lateral edges 34 of 
the fabric 28 preferably by sewing. When these rolls 40 
are wetted, by the application of water thereto they are 
adapted to be wrapped around the cast 14 and the base 
16 so as to assist the affixation of the heel 12 to the sole 
of the cast. 
A portion 44 of the lower surface 20 of the base 16 

has a generally curved arc-like shape, with its center of 
curvature being located above the upper surface of 18 
of the base. The lower facing or ground engaging sur-‘ 
face of the curved portion 44 is corrugated, as shown in 
46, so as to minimize the possibility of skidding or slip 
page by a person who has a heel 12 affixed to his cast 
14. The curved con?guration of the portion 44 permits 
the patient to walk in a heel-roll-over-toe gait and is 
preferable to a ?at surface because of the lack of ankle 
motion due to the rigidity of the cast 14. 
The lower surface 20 of the base 16 also includes a 

plurality of transverse grooves 48 and 50 which extend 
from one side of the base 16 to the other. These 
grooves 48 and 50 are adapted to receive those por 
tions of the rolls 40 that are wrapped around the base 
16 when the base is being affixed to the cast 14. By dis 
posing these portions of the rolls 40 in these grooves, 
the material does not come in contact with the ground, 
and thus is not as subject to wear or tearing. Because 
the ends 42 of the rolls 40 are secured to the base 16, 
as described above, the heel 12 may be affixed to the 
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4 
cast without having to wrap as much material about the 
cast and base as was heretofore necessary with the pre 
viously used walking heels. This, in turn, permits the 
grooves 48 and 50 to be “shallower” than grooves that 
are utilized in the currently marketed walking heels. 
Consequently, the over-all “thickness” of the heel 12 
itself can be minimized. As noted above, the minimiza 
tion of the “thickness” of the heel 12 is highly desirable 
because this results in less leg length discrepancy be 
tween the patient’s injured and healty legs which, in 
turn, permits easier, more comfortable walking for the 
patient. . 

As best shown in FIGS. 1, 2, 3 and 5, a toe protector 
52 may be removably attached to the front edge 22 of 
the base 16. The protector 52 includes a thin, molded 
canopy 54, preferably made of a plastic or rubber-like 
material. The canopy 54 has two depending strips 56 
and 58 which are adapted to be brought around the 
sides of the base 16 and secured, one to the other, as 
.by, for example, a VELCRO fastener that is carried by 
the strips, adjacent to their distal ends. The canopy 54 
is designed to overlie the front portion of the base and 
to afford protection to a patient’s toes against weather 
and dirt when the patient’s toes are not encased within 
the cast 14. 
Referring now to FIGS. 6—8, another walking heel 

embodying the principles of my present invention is 
shown generally at 60. The walking heel 60 is structur 
ally and functionally identical to the walking heel 12 
except for the means utilized to attach the rolls 40 and 
the fabric piece 36 to the base 16 of the heel. 
A pair of generally U-shaped, radiolucent metallic 

staples 62 and 64 have their ends 65 embedded in the 
sides of the base 16 so that the staples lie in a plane es 
sentially parallel to, but slightly below the upper sur— 
face 18 of the base. Each of the staples 62 and 64 have 
a generally circular cross section and project from the 
side edges 26 of the base so that the closed end portions 
66 of the staples are spaced slightly from the adjacent 
side edge 26 of the base. The lateral edges of the piece 
of fabric 36 are wrapped about the portions 66 and are 
then secured to the adjacent fabric 36, preferably by 
sewing. Similarly, the ends of 42 of each of the rolls 40 
are' wrapped about the portions 66 and are likewise se 
curved to the adjacent portions of the roll, or in some in 
stances to the fabric 36, preferably by sewing. One ad 
vantage of using the staples 62 and 64'is that the posi 
tions of the rolls 40, with respect to the base 16, can be 
varied by sliding the secured ends 42 along the portions 
66. 

In order to use the walking heels 12 and 16, the heels, 
including fabric 36 and the rolls 40, must have water 
applied thereto. The application of water can be ac 
complished by “dunking” the entire bee] in a container 
of water. Immediately thereafter, the heel is applied to 
the sole of the cast 14 so that the longitudinal axis 27 of 
the heel is generally aligned with the longitudinal axis 
of the cast-14, and thus the patient’s foot, and so that 
the protuberance 38 is generally aligned with the arch 
of the patient’s foot. Thereafter, the rolls 40 are 
wrapped about the cast 14 and the base 16, with care 
being taken so that the portions of the rolls which are 
wrapped about the base are disposed in the grooves 48 
and 50. 

7 As noted above, one of the primary advantages of the 
improved walking heels of my invention is that the 
heels can be applied to a patient’s foot by one person. 
This advantage is derived from the fact that the mate 
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rial rolls 40 are directly attached to the base of the heel, 
and thus the heel can be positioned and held in position 
by one hand while the person’s other hand can be uti 
lized to wrap the rolls 40 about the cast and base of the 
heel. Also, as noted above because of the direct attach 
ment of the material rolls 40 to the base, the “thick 
ness” or height of the heel can be signi?cantly reduced. 
This reduction in height lets the patient walk much 
more comfortably and with a much less unnatural walk. 

lt should be apparent to those skilled in this art that 
further and other modi?cations may be made in the 
walking heels of my present invention. For example, 
rather than using two staples, 60 and 62, these staples 
could be made in one piece. Similarly the toe protector 
52 could be made an integral part of the base or could 
be omitted entirely. While the staples are preferably 
made from radiolucent material, they obviously could 
be made from other materials, although the use of non 
radiolucent material would cause a problem with x-ray 
ing the patient’s injured foot. Moreover, to assure that 
a heel could be utilized with either the right or left foot, 
the material 36 could be initially made so that protru 
sion 38 is centrally located between the lateral edges 
34. At the time that the heel is “wetted,” prior to af?x 
ation, the protrustion can then be moved to one side or 
the other depending on whether the heel is to be used 
with a left or right foot. 
Therefore, since the invention disclosed herein may 

be embodied in other speci?c forms without departing 
from the spirit or general characteristics thereof, the 
embodiments described herein are therefore to be con 
sidered in all respects illustrative and not restrictive, 
the scope of the invention being indicated by the ap 
pended claims, rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tions; and all changes which come within the meaning 
and range of equivalency of the claims are therefore in 
tended to be embraced therein. 

I claim: 
1. An improved walking heel for use with a plaster 

cast on a patient’s lower extremities so as to permit the 
patient to ambulate without damaging the plaster sole 
of the cast, the improved walking heel comrpising: 
a generally elongated rectangular base having a lon 

gitudinal axis which is aligned with the longitudinal 
axis of the patient’s cast when the heel is mounted 
on the cast, the base including a ?rst surface 
adapted to be position ed adjacent to the sole of the 
cast and a second surface adapted to engage the 
ground when the heel is secured to the sole of a 
cast, with the second surface having a plurality of 
transverse grooves being formed therein; 

6 
a ?rst piece of plaster of paris impregnated material 
attached to the base and positioned so as to overlie 
at least a portion of the ?rst surface of the base, the 
?rst piece of material, when wetted, being adapted 

5 to assist in af?xing the heel to the sole of the cast; 
and 

at least one roll of plaster of paris impregnated mate 
rial which is attached to the base and which when 
wetted, is adapted to be wrapped around the cast 
and the base so as to assist in af?xing the heel to the 
sole of the cast. 

2. The improved heel as described in claim 1 wherein 
the second surface of the base is curved so as to de?ne 
an arc whose axis is transverse to the longitudinal axis 
of the base. 

3. The improved heel as described in claim 2, 
wherein a radiolucent metallic member is attached to 
the base; and wherein the roll and ?rst piece of material 
are attached ‘to the member. 

4. The improved heel as described in claim 3 wherein 
the member is generally “U” shaped and has its ends 
embedded in the side of the base; and wherein the por 
tion of the roll of material wrapped around the base is 
disposed in the grooves. 

5. The improved heel as described in claim 3 wherein 
the ?rst piece of material includes a relatively thick 
portion adapted to ?ll the arch space between the ?rst 
surface of the base and the sole of the cast. 

6. The improved heel described in claim 5 wherein 
the second surface of the base is curved so as to de?ne 
an arc whose axis is transverse to the longitudinal axis 
of the base. 

7. The improved heel as described in claim 1 wherein 
a second piece of material is embedded in the base and 
has a portion which projects from and beyond a side of 
the base; and wherein the ?rst piece and the roll of ma 
terial are attached to the projecting portion of the sec 
ond piece of material. 

8. The improved heel as described in claim 7 wherein 
portions of the second piece of material project from 
both sides of the base; and wherein a roll of plaster im 
pregnated material is attached to each projecting por 
tion. ' 

9. The improved heel described in claim 7 wherein 
the ?rst piece of material includes a relatively thick 
portion adapted to ?ll the arch space between the ?rst 
surface of the base and the sole of the cast. 

10. The improved heel described in claim 9 wherein 
the second surface of the base is curved so as to de?ne 
an arc whose axis is transverse to the longitudinal axis 
of the base. 
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